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Reading has two components

Word Recognition
The ability to recognise words 

presented in and out of 
context.

The ability to apply phonic 
rules - blending sounds to 

decode.

High quality phonics work –
prime approach for beginners 

in learning to decode and 
encode.

Comprehension
The process by which words,  
information, sentences and 
discourse are interpreted.

The same processes underlie 
comprehension of both oral and 

written language.

Continues to develop throughout 
life!

Initial books with no words –
why?



Why some children 
can't read, and what 
you can do about it! 

The Sound Reading 
System: teaching EVERY 

learner to read



Phoneme this is the smallest unit of sound in a word

Grapheme   this is the letter(s) representing a phoneme

Digraph two letters that make one sound e.g ch

Trigraph three letters that make one sound e.g igh

CVC word a word containing a consonant, vowel and a consonant e.g cat

Common exception words (tricky words!) are words that CANNOT BE 
SOUNDED OUT  E.g the she

High frequency words words children will come across frequently and are 
handy to recognise by sight. 

Terminology



Your child will be coming home using 
this terminology and knowing what it 

means! 



- There are 44 phonemes in the English language but 
only 26 letters

- There are over 140 ways of writing the 44 phonemes 
E.g train day game great lazy

- Having a good knowledge of these is key in developing 
children’s ability to decode words

- Children need to be able to blend sounds together (for 
reading)  and segment words back into sounds (for 
writing)

Phonemes and graphemes 



Say the sounds clearly, ‘sss’ not ‘s-uh’  ‘t’ not ‘ t- uh’ (this is 
known as ‘schwa’).

Keep the sounds short and sharp.

DO NOT SCHWA!

DO NOT SCHWA!

DO NOT SCHWA!

Top tip!



Phase 1 - Throughout Nursery Reception and KS1

1. General sound discrimination – environmental sounds
2. General sound discrimination - instrumental sounds
3. General sound discrimination– body percussion
4. Rhythm and rhyme
5. Alliteration
6. Voice sounds
7. Oral blending and segmenting

Letters and Sounds



Phase 2 – Taught at the start of Reception 

Introduces the following grapheme-phoneme correspondences



- Encoding is the process of hearing a sound and being 
able to write a symbol to represent that sound. Decoding 
is the opposite: it involves seeing a written symbol and 
be able to say what sound it represents.

- As soon as children have a small number of 
grapheme/phoneme correspondences, blending and 
segmenting can start.
s-a-t  - sat  
p-i-n  - pin 
t-a-p - tap

- Children learn to read the ‘tricky’ words by sight: I, no, 
go, to, the



Phase 3 – Reception 

Just when you think you are close to the end - we introduce 
another 25 graphemes! Digraphs and digraphs are introduced. 



- Children learn one representation of each of the 44 
phonemes

- They learn letter names, this is necessary when 
learning digraphs and trigraphs

- Children read the tricky words: he, she, we, me, be, was, 
my, you, they, her, all, are

This is the expected level for the end of Reception.



Phase 4 – End of Reception 

Phase 4 does not require children to learn any new graphemes. 
Instead, the focus is to consolidate children’s existing phonic 
knowledge and to help them to learn how to read and spell longer 
words containing adjacent consonants, e.g. ‘frog’ and ‘spring’, as 
well as decodable words with two or more syllables, such as 
‘lunchbox’. 

However, as with other phases, there are still 14 tricky words to 
learn in Phase 4: said, have, like, so, do, some, come, were, there, 
little, one, when, out and what. 



- Focus clearly on developing word recognition skills 
through phoneme awareness and phonics teaching 

- Repetition and teaching of ‘tricky’ words

- Focus clearly on developing language comprehension 
through

Talking with children
Reading to children 

What we need to do



-Individually with class teacher and teaching assistants

-Every day, all day in many different contexts

-In small group games 

-Whole class e.g. words related to topics, writing words which contain new sound, 
stories on whiteboard, shared reading books etc

-General – reading signs, peg labels, names on jumpers etc. 

Reading at school



- Change their books Monday Wednesday and Friday 

- Choose the books themselves

- Reading diaries collected in once a week – keep in book bag 

- Please use the diaries to inform us of your child’s progress. Date the 
diary each day.

- Teacher may make notes in diary. There are often good tips to help you 
and your child.

- Please make sure children are not attempting to sound out tricky words. 
They can not be sounded out. 

Taking reading books home



-Do not use the names of the letters in the initial stages. Use the sounds. 

-Keep the sounds short and sharp.

-Use ‘sound talk’ at home (‘G-e-t your b-a-g’).

-Look for opportunities to read in the environment. Make the reason for reading clear. 

-Allow your child to progress at their own pace. 

-Don’t expect your child to read a word before they have been taught the sounds in it. 

-Visit the library.

-As you are telling stories, pause for any repeated phrases. Can your child fill them in?

- Use words such as title, author, illustrator, fiction, fact. We talk about these in 
class.

Top tips



- Ask your child to hold the book and turn the pages. Ask them to point to where we start 
reading. 

- Emphasise taking care of books.

- Allow children to reread favourite books. 

- Allow children to use the pictures to search for clues.  This will help them to develop their 
confidence. 

- Ask open-ended questions e.g.. ‘What do you think…?’ ‘I wonder what may happen…?’ 

- Allow your child to see you reading – not just phone or computer screen

- Try to read with your child for 10-15 minutes a day. It makes a huge difference!

- Don’t feel guilty if you miss a few nights. 

- Try reading at different times of the day. 

- Keep it fun! 

- Speak to your teacher if you have any concerns or to tell us if your child has progressed 
well!



-Place words around the room, call one out for children to run and find

- Lucky dip

- Play snap

- Write them in chalk onto a hopscotch grid. Read them as you throw the stone onto 
them.

- Put a few at a time onto a wall using post its or bricks/flowers and practise them 
each evening in a fun way hiding one and asking which one is missing.

- Play bingo with them.

- Point them out when reading a bedtime story.

- Play treasure hunt with words.

- Write the words on lolly sticks and practise 1 a day from the pot.

Teaching tricky and high frequency words



We began formally teaching phonics in the first full week of the children being in 
school.

Workbooks come home each Thursday and must be returned the following 
Wednesday to be checked and for a new set of letters to be given.

It is so important that the children are completing these each week in order to 
consolidate their learning. 

Phonics books



Early learning goal – expected level for end of Reception
READING

Word Reading 
• Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 10 digraphs. 
• Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound-blending. 
• Read aloud simple sentences and books that are consistent with their phonic 
knowledge, including some common exception words.

Comprehension 
• Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by retelling 
stories and narratives using their own words and recently introduced vocabulary. 
• Anticipate (where appropriate) key events in stories. 
• Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about 
stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems and during role play.



Any questions?



Writing



Writing directly links with the children’s gross and fine motor skills. 

Early Learning Goal -expected level for end of Reception
FINE MOTOR SKILLS
• Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod grip in 
almost all cases. 
• Use a range of small tools, including scissors, paintbrushes and cutlery. 
• Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing

-Fine motor activities such as threading/using tweezers in messy play/building with small 
pieces/using pegs/playdough
-Cutting skills
-Pencil control 
- Left/right handed

Writing



Now I know what I want to write, I can start to put it on paper.

I can also use drawings to help me remember (Helicopter stories).

How we can help

Encourage independence – phonetic spelling is more important than 
accurate spelling at this stage.

Letter sounds and letter names – when to use them.

Writing



- Sounds – segmenting the word

- Can your child say the sounds correctly?

- Memory – can I remember what that grapheme looks like and 
where can I find it?

- Do I remember what my tricky words/high frequency words look 
like?

- Do I remember what I want to write?

Writing





Early Learning Goal - expected level for end of Reception

WRITING

• Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed.

• Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a 
letter or letters.

• Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others

Writing





Letters and sounds 
www.letters-and-sounds.com

This has plenty games to play online and resources to print off to use at home.

Jolly Phonics 
Jolly Phonics Songs on YouTube

Pronunciation of phonemes 
‘How to learn the letters and sounds of the Alphabet (Mr Thorne Does Phonics)

YouTube 

Sounds of the English Phonic Code 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE

Phonics Play Site
There are some good free activities on this site. 

These slides will be available in the year group section on the school website along with 
ideas for supporting your child’s fine motor skills. 

Online resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE

